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Dear Members of TU Berlin,
dear Friends and Partners,
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TU Berlin is a distinctly international university. Thus,
it is my goal to organize our joint teaching, learning,
research and work at the university in such a way that
all our members can experience this diversity, openness
and internationality as an enrichment.
In a joint endeavor with the newly established Office
of International Affairs and a great number of other
university divisions, we have developed a shared vision
and comprehensive measures aimed at expanding our
successful international activities and further advancing
the level of Internationalization@Home at TU Berlin.
I wish to thank all contributors and look forward to
continuing the work in this field.
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With
◼ 20% of its students coming from abroad,
◼ more than 130 nations represented on campus,
◼ more than 400 successful international collaborations,
◼ and an external campus in El Gouna/Egypt,
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INT IP: International Projects | MA 408 – 409
INT SK: Studienkolleg/University Preparatory College |
EB 517 – 521 (Staircase C)
INT SB: Student Mobility and International Students
H 0039 – 0042 | H 0054 – 0055
INT WS: International Scientific Cooperation | H 2034

Vice President for International Relations
and Teacher Education
Prof. Dr. Angela Ittel
Main Building | 1st Floor | Room H 1023 | +49 (0)30 314 24286
◼ http://www.tu-berlin.de/menue/einrichtungen/praesidium/
parameter/en/
◼ http://www.tu-berlin.de/menue/international_affairs/
profile/hrk_audit_internationalisierung/parameter/en/

Office of International Affairs
Prof. Dr. Angela Ittel
Vice President for International Relations and
Teacher Education

Dr. Ulrike Hillemann-Delaney | Director
Main Building | 3rd Floor | Room H 3023 | +49 (0)30 314 29464
◼ http://www.international.tu-berlin.de/buero_fuer_
internationales/parameter/en/

TU BERLIN
INTERNATIONAL

VISION “INTERNATIONAL TU BERLIN”

FIRST-CLASS RESEARCH LOCATION

INTERNATIONALITY FOR EVERYONE

Our principle is to further expand the successful activities
that already exist in the international arena, while improving
the international structures and support services at the TU
Berlin for the benefit of all its present and future members
(Internationalization@Home).

Researchers from around the globe advance the standing
of our university and its members by their scientific excellence and their international experience. Internationality
and mobility are constituent elements in the advancement
of our early-stage researchers and academics. We s upport
our scientists in establishing and maintaining their international research collaborations. We are internationally
visible and exploit our full potential with regard to attracting international funds. We contribute substantially to
the shaping of international research areas.

All our members benefit from internationality and interculturality. We support the every-day work and professional
development of all our staff members by providing mobility
options, intercultural training and language courses.

Planning & Management

Research & Promotion of
Early-Stage Researchers

ATTRACTIVE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
We are expanding the range of courses offered in English
as well as the internationality of the curricula.
All our students have the opportunity to gain international
and intercultural experience as part of their studies.
Our international students receive individualized support
during all phases of their studies.

Re-Audit
“Internationalisation
of Universities”:
Four Dimensions of Goals
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joint understanding
– continuous dialog –
strong structures
further development of the
strategy for international
cooperation
international visibility
education and research
around the globe

Study & Teaching
◼◼
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increase of student mobility
internationality and inter
culturality for all students
more English courses in the
study programs
study programs and support
services for students from
all over the world

GLOBAL RESPONSIBILITY
We offer high-quality education and research far beyond
the borders of Europe.
As part of transnational research projects, we promote
global knowledge and technology transfer to a selection
of developing and newly industrialized countries.
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international visibility (not
only) due to top-level research
attract international
researchers
support international doctoral
students
increase the international
mobility of early-stage
researchers

Culture & Support
Structures
◼◼
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offer administrative services
in English
staff development with an
international focus
diversity is visible and
enriching

